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Consultation report 2015

IntroduCtIon
the Paying artists campaign began in may 2014 to bring together artists,
galleries, funders and policy-makers to explore how the uK’s visual artists
could be fairly remunerated for exhibiting their work in publicly funded
galleries. the campaign has been shaped by artists through a-n and its advisory
air Council, responding to the needs and aspirations of a-n’s 19,000 visual
artist members across the uK.
this document is a summary of the consultations that took place as part of
the Paying artist’s campaign to listen to feedback from the arts sector about
the issue of paying artists.
the Paying artists campaign has spent the last year exploring the issue at
home and internationally, consulting artists, galleries, funders and opinion
formers to better understand the challenges of paying artists in the uK, and
find concrete ways to ensure our artists and visual arts industry are protected
for the future.
To find out more about the campaign, visit:
www.payingartists.org.uk
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Methodology
Consultation Process
the consultation process over the past year has included:
• DHA Paying Artists Consultation Survey 2015 - An online survey of artists, curators and gallery representatives (detailed below)
• 9 consultations with artists, curators and gallery representatives across the UK
• 3 in-depth interviews with major gallery representatives
• Gallery Case Study Overview: Interviews with 9 specific galleries to produce best practice case studies

survey
the DHa Paying artists Consultation survey 2015 ran for 6 weeks from the 20th February to the 3rd april 2015. it was
circulated through existing communications routes to all a-n artists and air membership and via external related partners
including curators and gallery representatives.
two versions of the survey were developed, one for artists and one for curators and/or gallery representatives. the two versions
were largely identical in content, but some questions were worded differently to frame questions in a more logical way for the
different respondent type. the survey consisted of 12 questions and was broken down into the following four sections:
1.The Paying Artists’ Campaign: a group of questions to assess the awareness, support and knowledge of the Paying artists’
campaign.
2. Artist Fees: questions which explored how respondents thought artist fees should be negotiated and what tools would help
that process. The final questions in this section also asked what additional benefits artists received as payment from galleries and
how highly they valued the non-monetary support.
3. Survey Case Study: the third section contained a theoretical example of an artist negotiating a fee. Participants were made
aware of the details of the exhibition, cost of the work and the financial position of the gallery and artist. Participants were asked
to indicate what they felt would constitute a fair fee.
4. Additional Information: The final section asked for the name and email of the participants if they were happy to be
contacted in the future.
information on the demographic characteristics, general artistic practices or professional roles of respondents were not explored
in this survey, in order to capture as wide a range of responses as possible. this data was captured in a previous Paying artists’
survey of artists in 2013. the main purpose of DHa Paying artists Consultation survey 2015 was to consult the arts sector on
specific issues relating to the Paying Artists campaign, and possible approaches to exhibition payment.

Response size
Whilst 1,761 artists and 432 curators/gallery representatives started the survey, it was not a requirement to complete all
questions. there is, therefore, some attrition in response rates as the questions progress. given this, respondents who answered
almost no questions were removed at the beginning, to maintain a core sample who had mostly or entirely completed the survey.
This provides a final sample size at its largest at 1,449 for artists and 332 for curators/gallery representatives, with some attrition
towards the later questions. Base sizes for each question are stated underneath individual question results.
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Consultations
nine consultations took place throughout the uK (see appendix for the list of consultations). Consultations were made up of
artists, curators and gallery representatives. each consultation followed a similar structure and was led either by an a-n, air
Council or DHA representative. In this document, key findings from the consultations accompany the quantitative analysis of the
DHa Paying artists Consultation survey 2015 to give greater detail and reasoning behind the trends and themes found in the
survey.
note, due to the pre-planned structure of the consultations, most groups touched on the same themes and issues. However the
strength of sentiment behind the issues were stronger in some consultations than others. For this reason a measure is provided
with each point to reflect how widely the issues were discussed across the consultations.

In-depth interviews
Three in-depth phone interviews of representatives from three major exhibiting organisations were conducted to give further
insight to the findings of the DHA Paying Artists Consultation Survey 2015. The interviews were conducted by a-n and AIR
Council representatives. The findings of these interviews are similar to those of the consultations and are therefore included in
the consultation insights’ sections.

Case studies
A number of case studies of publicly-funded organisations were identified as part of the Paying Artists campaign. Choice for
case studies arose either through self-nomination, following invitations to national Portfolio or regularly-funded galleries to put
themselves forward, or through artists’ recommendations.
in all cases the galleries received a set of questions to preface an interview, or to inform a self-submission. the aim was that
the resulting case studies would provide a breadth and range of examples to learn about best practice principles regarding
transparency of artists’ pay.
For more information on case study participants and findings, please refer to the Paying Artists Gallery Case Studies document,
listed in the appendix.
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SuRvEy FINdINgS
The Paying Artists’ campaign
the survey asked a range of questions to gauge the awareness and support of the Paying artists’ campaign. understanding the
impact of the campaign among stakeholders is key in informing the future direction of the campaign. it is important to assess how
widely the campaign is known and understood, to judge its reach in the sector, and to test whether its main content is relevant to
the stakeholders it is seeking to represent.

3.1.1 Awareness
there are good levels of awareness of the Paying artists’ campaign among both groups of respondents to the survey (artists and
curators/ gallery representatives), with 63% of curators/ gallery representatives and 57% of artists being aware of the campaign
(Figure 1).
Figure 1: Awareness of the Paying Artists’ campaign
Before taking part in this survey had you heard of the Paying Artists campaign?
Artists

No

Yes

No

Yes

43%

57%

37%

63%

Base: 1,444 Artists | 329 Curators/Galleries

6

Curators/Galleries

Source: DHA Paying Artists Consultation Survey 2015
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3.1.2 Support
85% of artists and curators/ gallery representatives support the Paying artists campaign. opposition to the campaign was zero
among artists and only 2% for curators/ galleries (Figure 2).
Figure 2: Support for the Paying Artists’ campaign
In general, do you support or oppose the principle that artists should be paid for exhibiting in publicly funded galleries?
Artists

Curators/Galleries
1% 1%

3%

4%

11%

10%

Strongly support
Support a little
Neither support nor oppose

85%

85%

Base: 1,425 Artists | 330 Curators/Galleries

Oppose a little
Strongly oppose

Source: DHA Paying Artists Consultation Survey 2015

respondents were asked whether they agree with the principle of paying artists for exhibiting work. the question focused on
whether an artist should expect to receive an exhibition fee. Figure 3 shows that each respondent group was split (approximately
50/50) whether an artist should receive an exhibition fee the majority of the time or all the time.
Figure 3:The principle of paying artists
Which of the following statements is most acceptable to you as an underlying principle for exhibition fees to artists?
Curators/Galleries
Artists

52%
50%

44%
48%

3%
2%

It should be the norm that artists receive a fee for exhibiting work in publicly funded galleries, but there are
circumstances where other in-kind benefits may be acceptable.
Artists should always receive a fee for exhibiting in publicly funded galleries.
None of the above

Base: 1,403 Artists | 326 Curators/Galleries

Source: DHA Paying Artists Consultation Survey 2015
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Consultation insights
Paying Artists is a difficult and complicated task in the current funding climate, but there is a desire on
all sides to establish national principles and guidelines for exhibition fees for artists. Despite the difficulties
involved, and the differences of opinion, there is a desire across the sector for some kind of a fees framework, guidelines
and principles. there is also recognition that if this can be established in other countries, it should be adopted in the uK,
with flexibility to allow for the diverse range of artists and galleries in the UK’s vibrant visual arts sector. (This issue was
raised in nearly all consultations).

Artists’ fees
this section of the survey asked respondents about the way in which artists could negotiate an exhibition fee, including what
kinds of factors should be included (for example: an artist’s experience or a gallery’s turnover.) and what ‘tools’ or support would
help negotiating for both parties.

3.1.3 Negotiating fees
Both groups were asked what measures would make it easier for an artist and a gallery to negotiate an exhibition fee. of the
total responses, ‘reference to an accepted fee framework and guidelines’ (though there was some resistance to the terms
‘framework’ and ‘guidelines’ as being too rigid and more of a preference for terms such as ‘principles’) is the most popular
measure - selected by 80% of artists and 72% of curators/gallery representatives (Figure 4). ‘galleries publishing clear statements
about how they work’ and ‘written contracts’ are viewed as the next most useful ways to help both parties negotiate an
exhibition fee.
Figure 4:Tools to help fee negotiation
Reference to an accepted
standard exhibition fee framework
and guidelines to benchmark a fee range

80%
72%

Gallery publishes a clear
statement about how they
work with artists

72%
57%

A written contract, negotiated
and understood by both parties

67%
69%

Galleries carry a Paying Artists
'kite mark' to show that
they have a fair pay policy in place

65%
42%

Easy access to reliable information
and tools (e.g. sample contracts
and practical 'how to' exhibition
and financial guides etc)

57%
57%

Case studies for best practice and
to benchmark against
Other (please state)

38%
43%
5%
8%

Base: 1,208 Artists | 238 Curators/Galleries
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Artists
Curators/Galleries

Source: DHA Paying Artists Consultation Survey 2015
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What would make it easier for you to negotiate a fee (with an artist for exhibiting their / for exhibiting your) work? (Select all that apply)
the effectiveness of ‘a kite mark to show a fair pay policy of galleries’ is the biggest difference in opinion. 65% of artists think this
would make negotiating easier oppose to 42% of curator/ gallery representatives.
Both formal and informal measures to support the process of negotiating a fee have strong support among
artists and curators/ gallery representatives. More than 90% of both groups selected one of the ‘formal’ measures
(supporting either a framework, contract or kite mark). Similarly, there are high levels of support, 80%, among
both groups for ‘informal’ measures, (supporting either clear published statements about how to work with
artists, access to tools and information and case studies for best practice and benchmarking).

Analysis of ‘other’
Artists (60 responses) – the ‘other’ responses from artists centre around three broad themes. a group of comments focus on:
• Changing the culture of fee negotiation through greater ‘transparency’ and ‘acceptance’ between artists and galleries
• Strict (and sometimes enforced by law) rules for paying artists a minimum fee and an enforced fee framework
to help negotiation
• Helpful guidance and procedures setup such as ‘clear complaints procedures’ or ‘a Charter of Professional Practice for all
public galleries to sign up to’ monitored by the sector.
Curators/ gallery representatives (19 responses) – there are no groups of themes for the ‘other’ responses from curators/
gallery representative on how to negotiate a fee. responses include:
• Clearer costs set out by artists at the beginning of a project
• Increased funding for galleries
• Greater monitoring of galleries that don’t follow good practice.

Consultation insights
• Participants think that most galleries would struggle with capacity (staff or funds) to create individual
contracts or monitor fee arrangements continually. Any guidelines or framework therefore should reflect the
varying budgets of galleries and exhibitions, to allow for flexibility of agreements made before an exhibition. (This issue
was raised in just under half of consultations)
• There could be a greater role for funders to monitor the allocation of funds, and more specifically the
proportion of the funds that are paid to artists. there is a feeling that once a gallery’s funding application is
accepted, monitoring of those funds has become more ‘light-touch’ in recent years. (This issue was raised in just over half
of consultations)
• There is no ‘one-size-fits-all’ solution: any set framework must include variables and guidelines for adaptation by
artists and galleries. (This issue was raised in nearly all consultations)
• A review process for exhibition agreements would help guide future pay negotiations, however what this
should look like is undecided. the sector is divided on whether a kite mark should be developed to support fair pay.
there is a concern that an overly prescriptive kite mark could lead to more paperwork and would be of little use to
artists. (These issues were raised in the majority of consultations).
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3.1.4 Artists’ fees vs Exhibition fees
respondents were asked whether artists’ fees should be negotiated separately to an exhibition fee. Both groups, 43% of artists
and 40% of curators/ gallery representatives, agreed that the two fees should be negotiated separately. However a significant
proportion of both groups could neither agree nor disagree suggesting a lack of a clear view in the sample (Figure 5). While there
are some in both groups who disagreed on the two fees being negotiated separately, they represented a significantly smaller
proportion of artists and curators/ gallery representatives.
the overall net agreement for negotiating artists’ fees separately to exhibition fees for both groups is equivalent to 24% (based
on subtracting all the negative from positive answers). among artists the net agreement was higher at 26%, and for curators/
gallery representatives it was 16%. Across both groups there is a significant majority that agree with negotiating the artist’s fee
and exhibition fee separately.
Figure 5: Agreement for artist fees being negotiated separately to exhibition fees
Artist fees should be negotiated separately to the overall exhibition fee to deliver the exhibition.
Artists

Curators/Galleries

Strongly agree
Agree

7%
10%

12%

8%

10%

16%

31%

40%
Base: : 1,156Artists | 227 Curators/Galleries

Neither agree or disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

30%

36%
Source: DHA Paying Artists Consultation Survey 2015

Consultation insights
• Any fee framework should take into consideration both the fee and exhibition budget. some felt that
an artist’s fee can be arbitrary as they often reinvest it back into the commissioned work or another piece of work.
(This issue was raised in just under half of consultations)
• Payment of artists for exhibition should be gradually introduced to enable galleries to implement the changes
required, and to positively engage galleries so they are treated as part of the solution. there is also a feeling that aCe
or other funding organisations could provide support, such as making money available to galleries, to aid the process
of implementing fees. (This issue was raised in just under half consultations).
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3.1.5 Calculating exhibition fees
the most popular method to calculate exhibition fees among artists is a category system which distinguishes between types
of exhibitions (e.g. solo or group shows, commissioned or existing work etc.) – see Figure 6. this method also has the highest
levels of agreement among curators/ gallery representatives (Figure 7). the ‘time spent making a new piece of work’ and ‘levels of
income of different galleries’ are the next most popular methods for calculating exhibition fees, followed by an artist’s experience
and a galleries’ income.
Figure 6: Calculating exhibition fees (Artists)
Listed below are potential ways exhibition fees could be scaled and calculated. Please select whether you agree or disagree that the following
statements will help an artist make a sustainable living through their work. Exhibition fees should reflect…

Artists
Different exhibition categories
(e.g. for solo or group shows,
showing existing or
commissioned work)

17%

62%

25%

45%

The varying levels of income
of different galleries

12%

The varying status and
profile of different galleries

10%

51%

The fee expectations of artists
at different points in their career

9%

49%

the varying visitor numbers
of different galleries

7%

Agree

Base: 1,110 – 1,136 Artists

5%
72%

The time spent making a new
work for a specific exhibition

Strongly agree

13%

15%

58%

16%

18%

20%

32%

27%

Neither agree or disagree

Disagree

10%

4%

12%

2%

16%

5%

18%

5%

28%

6%

Strongly disagree

Source: DHA Paying Artists Consultation Survey 2015

The ‘number of visitors a gallery receives’ and ‘a gallery’s profile’ are the least popular measures to be used when negotiating an
exhibition fee. Only a quarter of curators/ gallery representatives thought visitor numbers should be reflected in an exhibition fee
(Figure 7).Visitor numbers is also the least popular option among artists (Figure 6).
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Figure 7: Calculating exhibition fees (Curators/ gallery representatives)
Listed below are potential ways exhibition fees could be scaled and calculated. Please select whether you agree or disagree that the following
statements will help an artist make a sustainable living through their work. Exhibition fees should reflect…

Curators/Galleries
Different exhibition categories
(e.g. for solo or group shows, showing
existing or commissioned work)
The varying levels of income
of different galleries

23%

The time spent making
a new work for a specific exhibition

21%

The fee expectations of artists at
different points in their career

11%

The varying status and
profile of different galleries

13%

The varying visitor numbers
of different galleries 4%
Strongly agree

Agree

61%

29%

53%

46%

41%

16%

17%

18%

28%

Neither agree or disagree

Base: 223-225 Curators/Galleries

9% 11%

51%

20%

6%

Disagree

5%

6%

21%

39%

4%

12%

16%

3%

7%

10%

Strongly disagree

Source: DHA Paying Artists Consultation Survey 2015

Consultation insights
• There is a need for greater transparency for artists and for galleries on fees and pay negotiations.
reporting to funders using case studies, was suggested, which could then be published to improve transparency. galleries
should also publish fee payment policies where possible. (These issues were raised in just under half of consultations)
• There is a disagreement between the groups whether or not a fee should be a proscribed minimum fee.
it was thought that this would be too prescriptive and lead to galleries being able to commission less artists. However
48% of artists, and 44% of galleries felt artists should always receive a fee, no matter the circumstances. (These issues
were raised in the majority of consultations)
• Exhibition fee guidelines need to consider the relationship between the financial capacity of the gallery,
the scale of the exhibition and experience of the artist, as well as other variables. However identifying which
variables should be considered in each situation is a challenge. (This issue was raised in nearly all consultations)
• It is hard to define an artist’s experience level. Different galleries and artists may have different interpretations
of what is required for a specific experience level. (This issue was raised in just over half of consultations)
• Some galleries and artists queried whether a variable that might inform an exhibition fee could be the
visitor numbers to a gallery. However, others thought this wouldn’t be reflective of a gallery’s financial capacity.
There is a fear that judging on audience numbers would marginalise niche, but important, art works. (This issue was raised
in just half of consultations.)
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Non-monetary benefits
3.1.6 Non-monetary benefits
Respondents were given a list of benefits, other than a fee, that galleries’ provide exhibiting artists. Curatorial or technical
support is the most valued non-monetary benefit by both groups (Figure 8). Being provided with a catalogue is seen as equally
valuable for artists (27%) but less so from a curator’s/ gallery’s experience perspective (20%).
Figure 8: Non-monetary benefits given to artists
What other compensation and benefits offered by galleries or exhibiting venues do you value as part of your negotiation with a gallery on
your fee? (Select all that apply) [Artists]
What other compensation and benefits offered by galleries or exhibiting venues do you employ as part of your negotiation with an artist?
(Select all that apply) [Curators/ Gallery representatives]

Curatorial or
technical support

80%
83%

Catalogue

79%
57%

Networking

63%
56%

Working with a particular
curator or artist
Other

57%
48%
19%
40%

Base: 1,127 Artists | 210 Curators/Galleries

Artists
Curators/Galleries

Source: DHA Paying Artists Consultation Survey 2015

Analysis of ‘Other’
Artists (206 responses) – ‘Other’ additional non-monetary benefits for an artist when negotiating a fee include:
• Marketing
• Exposure and publicity provided by the gallery for the artist and their work
• Access to production facilities
• Contacts (to buyers and galleries)
• Expenses (E.g. installation, travel and accommodation costs.
Curators/ gallery representatives (84 responses) – Additional benefits that help secure an artist from a galleries
perspective include:
• Advertising
• feedback/ training
• expenses to cover installation costs
• access to resources (including studio space)
• Workshop opportunities.
13

3.1.7 Importance of non-monetary benefits
Artists were then asked to judge the significance of non-monetary benefits to their career and curators/ gallery representatives
asked to judge the significance of these benefits securing arrangements with artists. Non-monetary benefits are considered to be
of greater significance to curators/ gallery representatives when securing an artist, than by artists for their career development
(Figure 9). 40% of curators/ gallery representatives think the benefits were essential to negotiating with an artist whereas only
27% of artists thought it was essential to their career.
In general, both groups see benefits, additional to the fee, as helpful but there is a difference between the artists and curators/
gallery representatives of how significant they are.
Figure 9:value of non-monetary benefits
Can you estimate the ‘pay back’ of those compensations and benefits offered by galleries or exhibiting venues to your career
development? [Artists]
Can you estimate the value of those benefits to helping secure an arrangement with an artist? [Curators/Gallery Representatives]

Artists
4%
14%

27%

55%

Curators/Galleries

7%

Helpful - they have assisted
with career development,
but difficult to pinpoint
Negligible - they made
a small difference
None - they have made
no difference

Base: 1,112 Artists | 206 Curators/Galleries

8%

Essential - they made
a significant contribution
to my career development

45%

40%

Essential they make
a significant contribution
to negotiation
Helpful they assisted
with negotiations, but
were additional benefits
Negligible they make
a small difference
None they make no difference
to my negotiation with artists

Source: DHA Paying Artists Consultation Survey 2015

Consultation insights
• New artists can gain experience by providing work without taking payment. new exhibition fee guidance
should allow for instances where an artist may wish to waive a fee. (This issue was raised in just under half of consultations)
• There is a need for greater education and support for artists and galleries on fee negotiations – artists
felt they often required greater education and training on formalised fee negotiations, while galleries admitted that
they often did not have a clear picture of artists’ overall income and work situation. Both sides believe a greater
understanding of an artists’ or galleries’ individual circumstances will improve the fee negotiation process. (This issue
was raised in just over half of consultations)
• galleries mostly want to treat and compensate artists fairly – a framework could make it harder for galleries
to provide the benefits they currently give artists. (These issues were raised in just under half of consultations)
• Alternative forms of payment (e.g. curatorial support, catalogues and networking) have often been part
of exhibition agreements to date – many galleries, including those in the case studies document, pointed to
alternative arrangements made with artists in lieu of exhibition fee payment. many artists also indicated they wouldn’t
want to lose the flexibility to establish this relationship. (These issues were raised in the majority of consultations).
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Exhibition fees framework
3.1.8 Fee structures and framework preferences
Artists
respondents were asked how prescriptive and detailed they would want fee principles or a framework to be. they were
presented with two options, one which went into great detail of calculating a fee and one that simply gave broad guidance
on how a fee should be calculated (note the two are not mutually exclusive).
among artists, there is a higher level of agreement for a broader fee framework and principles than a prescriptive one, although
agreement levels are high for both statements (Figure 10). However there are a greater number of artists who strongly agreed
that a more detailed framework for fee negotiations would be preferable than one that contained broad guidance.
Figure 10: Fee framework preferences (artists)
Below are statements on what an exhibition fee framework could look like. Please select whether you agree or disagree with the following
statements

Artists
Exhibition fees framework should give detailed
minimum rates for a range of exhibition
contexts and artists experience
Exhibition fees framework should give a broad
indication of expected fee ranges backed up with more
detailed guidance for use in a range of situations
Strongly agree

Agree

Base: 1,072 – 1,101 Artists

25%

20%

Neither agree or disagree

50%

62%

Disagree

16%

6%

12% 3%

Strongly disagree

Source: DHA Paying Artists Consultation Survey 2015

galleries/Curators
similar to artists, there are high levels of general agreement for curators/ gallery representatives for the two types of fees
structure. Curators/ gallery representatives preferred a less detailed structure (82% agreed with broader principles compared to
62%). a similar trend was seen among artists, however the difference is less prevalent.
strong levels of agreement were much lower for curators/ gallery representatives compared to artists (Figure 11). in particular,
only 14% of curators/ gallery representatives strongly agreed with the idea of a detailed structure and principles compared to
25% of artists.
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Figure 11: Fee framework preferences (Curators/ galleries)
Below are statements on what an exhibition fee framework could look like. Please select whether you agree or disagree with
the following statements

Curators/Galleries
Exhibition fees framework should give detailed
minimum rates for a range of exhibition
contexts and artists experience

14%

Exhibition fees framework should give a broad
indication of expected fee ranges backed up with more
detailed guidance for use in a range of situations

16%

Strongly agree

Agree

Base: 208 Curators/Galleries

48%

23%

66%

Neither agree or disagree

11%

5%

12%

Disagree

Strongly disagree

Source: DHA Paying Artists Consultation Survey 2015

Consultation insights
• Some galleries thought a two-way benchmarking system for themselves and artists would be helpful
to support fees negotiation principles and guidelines. a rating system that enabled artists to rate a gallery on
the service and fee they received would encourage galleries to offer a fair fee. similarly galleries could rate, or provide
references for artists to reassure a gallery of the professionalism of the artist they are contracting. (This issue was raised
in just under a third of consultations)
• The structure should have principles that help artists become more professional in how they work.
advice to artists on how to invoice, draw up contacts and letters, budget management and become more businesssavvy are seen to be very useful. guidelines should include sample letters, contracts, budget sheets and a list of what
questions artist should ask galleries, as well as what questions they are likely to be asked. (This issue was raised in just
over half of consultations)
•

The language should advocate best practice instead of a rigid structure for fee negotiation. galleries
with funding or budgetary concerns wanted the framework to reflect best practice rather being prescriptive where
possible. some artists felt that a more rigid framework would provide necessary clarity. (This issue was raised in just
under a third of consultations).

Exhibition fee case study
The final question on the survey asked respondents to choose an exhibition fee range that fairly reflected the work of the artist
as well as the gallery. to help them inform their decision, respondents were given details of the artist’s income, work on the
project and overheads as well as financial information of the gallery in question.
Both artists and curators/ gallery representatives had a similar distribution across the fee ranges (Figure 12). a fee range of
£3,000 - £5,000 was the most common choice for both groups, 34% of artists and 35% of curators/ gallery representatives. the
next two common choices were £5,000 - £10,000 and £1,000 - £3,000. in our gallery case studies, exhibition fees for mid-range
grant aided galleries ranged from £1,000 to £10,000 (depending on the level of funding/experience of the artist and any other
variables).
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artists’ responses were slightly more weighted towards the upper fee ranges with 23% and 9% of artists selecting £5,000£10,000 and £10,000-£15,000 ranges respectively, compared to 19% and 5% for curators/ gallery representatives.
responses around payment to artists align with case study consultations, in the ‘Payment to artists’ section and Case study
summary table. For more information, please see the gallery Case study overview document in the appendix.
Figure 12: Exhibition fee case study
Below is a fictional case study, drawn from conversations we’ve had with a number of artists, on the work that goes into putting on an
exhibition.We’ve also included a basic example of the artist’s overheads.What do you think would constitute a reasonable exhibition fee?
[See appendix for the question in full]
34%

35%

23%

21% 21%

19%

9%

9%

2% 2%
under £500 £500 - £1k

7%

5%

5%

2%
£1k - £3k

£3k - £5k

Artists

Base: 1,053 Artists | 204 Curators/Galleries

£5k - £10k £10k - £15k

4%
1%

£15k
or over

Other

Curators/Galleries

Source: DHA Paying Artists Consultation Survey 2015
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ConClusIons
This section draws conclusions from across the data reviewed in this report, and identifies where there are strong indications
and clusters of views across different consultations and stakeholders which help in developing recommendations for a future
approach to Paying artists. in some cases, where there is less clarity about issues, this has helped to provide some focus for areas
in which further research or consultation is required, or where some potential approaches may need to be developed over time.

Should artists be paid for exhibiting?
• There is very strong support (95%+ support) from both artists and curators/gallery representatives for paying
artists to exhibit in publicly-funded galleries. A small majority of respondents are unaware of the Paying Artists campaign.
this suggests that there is still a constituency who would be interested in the campaign and support its aims, but neither have
been involved or are not aware that they have been involved.
• Almost all respondents believe that artists receiving a fee for exhibiting in publicly-funded galleries should
either be the norm or always the case, reinforcing the strong support for paying artists a fee. Between these two
approaches, slightly more respondents from both groups prefer the idea that paying a fee would be a norm, but that other
kinds of benefits (in-kind) might sometimes be acceptable.
Overall, these findings suggest a strong desire and willingness across the sector to ensure that artists are paid a fee for exhibiting
in publicly-funded galleries, but that some flexibility in the practical application of this approach is likely to be required.

What is needed to improve fee negotiations?
• There is an appetite amongst both artists and curators/gallery representatives for both formal measures
(supporting either a framework, contract or kite mark) and informal measures (supporting either clear
published statements about how to work with artists, access to tools and information and case studies for best
practice and benchmarking) to support the process of negotiating a fee. more than 90% of both groups selected
one of the ‘formal’ measures, and more than 80% of both groups selected an ‘informal’ measure.
• There is not, however, very strong agreement around single measures as standalone solutions. responses from
the focus groups and other material suggest that there is some concern over the potential burdens of bureaucratic processes
on small organisations (including kite marks and contracting processes), and that the range of variables which affect the
circumstances of an individual exhibition are significant.
• There is also an acknowledgement that any process may require testing and reviewing over time. some
participants in focus groups suggest that any new approaches should also be introduced over time, to enable galleries to adjust
and develop their responses. aCe or other funding organisations could provide support, such as making money available to
galleries, to aid the process.
these responses suggest a general enthusiasm for improved tools and approaches which can support negotiations between
venues and artists. an approach which brings together both formal and informal measures seems preferable, as well as an
approach which enables individual circumstances to be taken into account, within an overall commitment to the broad principle
of supporting artists for their work.
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How should fees be calculated?
• Whilst there is some support for greater transparency in separating out fees for artists’ time in developing
work for exhibitions, there is also a significant proportion of both artists and curators/gallery representatives
who are unsure whether they think this is required. there is a general feeling that, at present, recognition of an artist’s
time is often not reflected properly in fees.
• More generally, however, survey respondents show a willingness in taking into account a range of different
factors when calculating a fee. these include factors relating to the exhibition itself, factors relating to the experience
of the artist and the type of production costs involved, and factors relating to the profile and income of the gallery; not all of
these factors were considered easy to determine or codify across the sector. on the whole, respondents in both groups were
less likely to feel that the number of visitors to a gallery was a useful factor; this potential factor was also quite a divisive issue
in focus groups.
• Whilst the survey responses discussed here and responses from focus group participants indicate that both
artists and curators/gallery representatives are prepared and supportive of greater transparency concerning
the negotiation and calculation of fees, there is less clarity about whether fee levels should be proscribed. on
the whole, it appears that both artists and curators/gallery representatives have an appetite for both indicative minimum rates,
and broad fee ranges in any guidance and advice which might be produced.
overall, it seems that developing an approach which encourages transparency through laying out processes which can take
account of the significant factors identified by both galleries and artists would be valuable. The sector, on the whole, seems
unready at this stage for a very detailed set of fee requirements, but developing indicative ranges and supporting guidance on, and
examples of good practice, would be valuable.
There are some differing views on the role of kite marks and benchmarking approaches; what seems to be clear is that
encouraging and developing more transparent processes, and sharing more examples of approaches across the sector, would be
valuable. supporting both groups to better understand how fee negotiations and calculations can be undertaken, and what tools
they can make use of, is an important opportunity for the campaign.

What should artists be paid?
• Both artists and curators/gallery representatives demonstrate an understanding and appreciation of nonmonetary benefits which emerge from artists exhibiting in publicly-funded galleries. Whilst, on the whole,
curators and gallery/representatives place a higher value on these benefits than artists do, in many cases the differences are not
very significant. Respondents in the focus groups are keen not to agree to any approaches which might limit or prohibit these
benefits. There is also an acknowledgement of the particular value of some of these benefits to early career artists.
• In response to an exhibition case study, the majority of respondents indicated a fee range between £1,000 and
£10,000; almost a third selected £3,000-£5,000. Both artists and curators/gallery representatives gave similar responses,
suggesting that there is some shared understanding and agreement within the sector of what a fair fee constitutes. similar fee
indications are reflected in a-n’s Gallery Case Study Overview research document, which can be viewed in the appendix.
Overall it appears important to maintain an acknowledgement of the value of non-monetary benefits in developing approaches
for the sector. However, the relative agreement between artists and curators/gallery representatives on fee levels for the case
study suggests that there is a basis of existing practice and shared understanding of values from which a set of indicative fees
could be developed for further testing and refinement across the sector. The potential breadth of this range is worth noting, and
it may be key to consider how those factors for negotiation and calculation discussed earlier in this section might be recognised
within this range.
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AppendIx
Exhibition fee case study question (full)
We’re hoping to see if there is any consensus on what an exhibition payment fee might look like.
Below is a fictional case study, drawn from conversations we’ve had with a number of artists, on the work that goes into putting
on an exhibition. We’ve also included a basic example of the artist’s overheads.

Case study:
an artist has a two-month solo show of new work at a regional, publicly funded gallery. the artist spends 40 days making the
work, 15 days on admin & meetings and 4 days on prep/install - a total of 59 days work on the exhibition.
Background information on the gallery and the artist:
- the gallery is a national Portfolio institution with an annual income of £350,000
- the gallery pays for the making of the artwork, for transport costs, and staff support separately from any fee
- the artist has minimum monthly overheads of £1,400 (£800 towards rent/studio/bills & £600 towards transport/living expenses)
so their annual income needs to be at least £20,000 before tax.
- the artist will need to provision storage of the artwork following the show
- the artist may or may not be able to sell some or all of the works at a future date
What do you think would constitute a reasonable exhibition fee?
• under £500
• £500 - £1000
• £1000 - £3000
• £3000 - £5000
• £5000 - £10,000
• £10,000 - £15,000
• £15,000 or over
• Other (please state)

Table of consultations
Contemporary visual Arts
Network (CvAN) assisted national
consultations
1. eMVAn
19th september
2. East CvAN
11th December 2014
3. enAs
22nd January 2015
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22 January 2015
5. CvAN and CvAM
4th march 2015
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List of consultees
a-n, AIR Council and DHA Communications would like to thank all attendees and participants in our consultation events and
survey for their valuable contributions. The feedback received is essential in shaping the Paying Artists campaign and ensuring
that it represents the views of the visual arts sector.
VASW (15th September 2014)
Claire McLouglin – Double elephant Printworkshop
Edith Doove – artist/curator
Grace Davies - VasW Coordinator
Julie McCalden – artist,VasW/a-n/uWe
Kypros Kypriano - artist
Sarah Bowden - Meantime
Steven Paige, Plymouth College of art, AIR Council
EMVAN (19th September 2014)
Ashley Gallant – The Collection Lincoln
Elizabeth Hawley – EMVAN Coordinator
Saira Lloyd – artist/curator
Lucy Phillips - Leicester Print Workshop, EMVAN Chair
Sally Sheinman – artist
Open session
Ashley Gallant, The Collection
Ashok Mistry
Belen Cerezo
Bethan Davies
Brenda Baxter
Catherine Rogers - Creative Leicestershire, Leicester County Council
Colette Griffin - Nottingham Castle Museum & Art Gallery
Diana Pasek-Atkinson - Nottingham County Council
Elizabeth Hawley - EMVAN Coordinator
Emma Moore - Nottingham Contemporary
Jack Delaney
Jennie Syson - Syson Gallery
Jennifer Foulds
John Newling
Joy Pitts
Juliet Goodden
Laine Tomkinson
Laura Clarke - Nottingham Contemporary
Lois Gardnersabet
Lucy Phillips - Leicester Printworkshop, EMVAN Chair
Marek Tobolewski
Rachel Parry
Rebecca Scofield
Rosemary Wels - Nottingham Society of Artists
Sally Lemsford
Sam West - Embrace Arts, University of Leicester
Serena Smith - Leicester Print Workshop
Stella Couloutbanis - arts freelancer
Susan Bedford
Tristram Aver - Nottingham Castle Museum & Art Gallery
Veronica West
Wendy Young
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East CvAN (11th december 2014)
Amy Botfield - Arts Council Relationship Manager,Visual Arts
David Kefford - artist
Donna lynas - Chair
Jane morrow - Firstsite
Judith merritt - Firstsite,Vale
Kaavous Clayton - the minories galleries
louise thirlwall - Wysing arts Centre
lynda morris - freelance
Marta Bermejo Sarmiento - artist
matt Wright - artist
matthew shaul - uH galleries
natalie Pace - smiths row
trevor Horsewood - Departure lounge
Essex Network of Artists Studios (22 January 2015)
alan Hockett
alison stockmarr
amanda Jackson
amanda Westbury
amy Beckwith
amy turnbull
angela Dennis
angella Dennis
ann Cuthbert
anna B. sexton
ava osbiston
Barry andrews
Becky Jordan
Bev Broadhead
Catherine mummery
Chris meigh-andrews
Chris ruston
Christine macallan
Cliona reilly
Corrina Dunlea
Debbie ayles
Denna Wallace
Dorothea King
elaine tribley
elizabeth spencer
emma Baines
emma Curtis
Fadi mikhail
Fiona Bennett
glynnis Dye
Hannah stageman
Helen Palmer
Helen smith
isabelle Beaubien
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Jacci todd
Jaymini nakum
Jessica Ballantyne
Jim montgomery
Joanne Dennis
Joao abbott-gribben
John Williams
Karen apps
Karen odinga
laura trevail
leonie ramondt
liz Boast
liz Kemp
madelaine Hanman-murphy
maggie Harling
mark l’argent
megan Fowler
mona ince
monika steinke
nicholas town
nicola Butler
nicola Hutchison
noriko matsubara
Pam rushton
Penni Bubb
Peter Chorley
rose langford
ruth Philo
sally Chinea
sara muzira
sarah Bracey
sarah sabin
sarah smith
sarah Williams
Sonja Zelic
steve Downey
sue mcDonald
sue mcdonald
tracy Williams
Victoria Button
lindsey strange essex County Council
Valerie tinker essex County Council
michelle Flinn royal opera House
georgia easteal royal opera House
Jane morrow Firstsite & essex network of artists’ studios
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Turning Point West Midlands (22nd January 2015)
Andrew Lacon - Artist
Anna Francis - Director AirSpace Gallery and BA Fine Art
Course Leader, Staffordshire University
Anne de Charmant - Founder and Director, Meadow Arts
Clare Mitchell - Arts Development Officer, Warwickshire
County Council
Deborah Kermode - Deputy Director, Ikon Gallery
Deborah Robinson - Head of Exhibitions, The New Art Gallery
Walsall.
Elizabeth Hawley - Freelance Creative Enabler and Arts
Consultant
Gavin Wade - Director, Eastside Projects
Jo Birch - Acting Director Research Innovation and Enterprise,
Birmingham City University
John Butlee - Head of Art School, Birmingham City University
José Forrest-Tennant - Community Engagement Officer,
Wolverhampton Art Gallery.
Kate Pryor-Williams - Relationship Manager,Visual Arts, Arts
Council England, Midlands.
Maggie Ayliffe - Secretary, National Association for Fine Art
Education (NAFAE)
Marguerite Nugent - Curatorial Services/ Programme
Development Manager, Wolverhampton Art Gallery
Marlene Smith - Artist/ curator
Maureen Gamble - Head of the Division of Art, Design &
Creative Digital Media, University of Worcester
Nicola Shipley - Independent Arts Project Manager
Rachelle Knowles - Course Director and Senior Lecturer, Fine
Art, Coventry University
Sophie Rycroft - Gallery and Marketing Assistant, Royal
Birmingham Society of Artists.
Toby Watley (Vice Chair) - Director of Collections,
Birmingham Museums Trust

North West roundtable (27th November 2014)
Clare Gannaway - Exhibitions curator, Manchester City
Galleries
Judith Harry - Curator, Site Gallery
Kate Day - Director, Craft and Design
Kwong Lee - Director, Castlefield Gallery
Birmingham (25th March 2015)
Andrew Lacon - Artist
Craig Ashley - Curator, the Mac
Deborah Kermode - Deputy Director, Ikon
Jon Flinn - DHA
Kate Pryor-Williams Visual Arts relationship manager, ACE
Oliver Finlay - DHA
Rachel Bradley - Head of Art Market Project, West-Midlands
Wendy Law - Director, TPWM
Engage Conference (10th November 2014)
Catherine Laing - Glasgow Life
Emma Thomas - Baltic
Joanna Mawdsley - V & A, Dundee
Jude Herritt - firstsite
Judith Liddle - Edinburgh Printmakers
Margaret Stewart - Aberdeen City Council
Mark Waugh - DACS

In-depth interviews
25th November 2014: Paul Smith - Liverpool Biennial
17th March 2015: Jo Bushnell - Aspex
19th March 2015:Victoria Pomery - Turner Contemporary

CVAN and CVAM (4th March 2015)
Bryony Bond - Senior Curator, Whitworth
Emily Tan - Exhibitions Organiser, The Lowry
Kwong Lee - Director, Castlefield Gallery
Sophia Crilly - Founder, Bureau
North East roundtable (26th November 2014)
Anna Wilkinson - Director, Northern Print Studio
Charlotte Gregory - Director, Newbridge Project
Dawn Bothwell - Director, Circa
Godfrey Worsdale - Director, Baltic
James Lowther - Head of Visual Arts, Berwick Visual Arts
Julia Stephenson - Head of Arts, National Glass Centre
Paul Stone - Vane
Rashida Davidson - Globe Gallery
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Paying Artists Gallery.Case Study.Overview
The Centre for Contemporary Arts (CCA)
About CCA
The Centre for Contemporary Arts (CCA) in Glasgow operates on what is now an unusual model.
Established as The Third Eye Centre in 1973, it obtained a large building in 1975. Third Eye Centre
closed in 1991 and CCA opened in 1992 in the same building, with a similar mission but focused
more on contemporary visual arts. Finding the building too large for their own needs, CCA offered
space to other arts organisations and now co-ordinates a range of events and activities, as well as its
own core programme.
A Regularly Funded Organisation, CCA will receive nearly £2m from Creative Scotland over the next
three years. Within an annual turnover of £1.01m, Glasgow City Council provides £78,000, with
other income coming from rental income and trusts and foundations. CCA had 296,000 visitors in
the last year.
“CCA is quite a large building and is a hub for a lot of activity that is coordinated by us. The building
is much bigger than we are, and there is too much space for our programme so we give the space to
other organisations that are compatible with the programme. Lots of organisations and people use
the building and that is important to us. Mostly we give space to artists and organisations for free,
which enables us to have a cinema, two shops, (one an independent art book shop, and the other a
design shop), and a café. We also offer subsidised rent to seventeen other organisations, a mixture
of bands, dance, and literature. It’s a mixed economy. We provide front-of-house and technical staff
in return for their programme. We describe it as open source and it’s all not-for-profit.
We exist for several reasons. One is to provide part of the infrastructure for artists and audiences in
Glasgow. We’re publicly funded so there is a clear commitment to provide momentum, activity, and
the work to justify that. It’s also not a wealthy community so it makes sense to share resources,
support each other and work in a way where we cross-fertilise each other. There is a lot of mutual
trust and a lot of people working together on very limited budgets. Profit would destroy the whole
system.
Creative Scotland is really supportive and understanding of our model, but as our public expenditure
is spread across so many organisations it provides a real platform for support for the arts.”

Artistic programme
“We have our own core programme and we’re interested in contemporary visual arts. Between us
and Intermedia Gallery, which is a gallery space on our top floor funded directly by the City Council,
we do fifteen exhibitions a year, nine from Intermedia and six from us. There are continuous
exhibitions throughout the year.
Our exhibition policy has different strands and we’re about to put some information about it on the
website. We exist first as part of the infrastructure that keeps artists living in Glasgow and not
moving to London. So half of our exhibitions a year are aimed at artists who live and work in
Glasgow. The other half are for international artists who we think will be interesting for our general
and arts audiences. We like to commission new work for each exhibition. This year when we showed
‘Speaking in Tongues’ with Susan Hiller, Pavel Bűchler and Sonia Boyce, we had some new works
from them.
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We look at artists at all stages of their career. We look around Scotland and think ‘who is ready for
this opportunity? Who would really benefit from the opportunity of doing a large show with us?’ We
can be a really useful platform for people because we have an international profile. We do a lot of
studio visits, and research who is doing what. We try to make judgements that are not based on
taste, but on whether there is a significant body of work that would benefit from being exhibited in
our space. Our exhibition area consists of three galleries, so artists can really spread out and we can
show a significant body of work. Our production budget enables artists to produce work to fill that
space. Exhibiting with us is significant, especially as we have an international European profile.
We also have fifteen residencies a year and a flat where artists can stay, living and working in the
building every day which is very important to us. We have an outreach programme which has been
very partial due to lack of resources. We’ve been responding to the general health issues in Glasgow
and have had a project of planting and growing in areas where people are too distant to come to
CCA. We’re talking to people through food, using methods like guerrilla gardening, talking to pupils
in schools, having artists doing residencies on allotments.”

What are the qualities and conditions that make a successful exhibition for artist,
venueand visitors?
“Having sufficient funds to match the ambition of the artist and produce what the artist wants. A
good relationship with the artist, where they feel happy and supported. And if that happens, then it
shows in the work and the audience can feel that. Our audiences tend to like what we do.”

What deal do you offer to artists?
“If it’s a solo show, we have £16,000 for each exhibition. Around £5,000 – £6,000 goes to front-ofhouse costs. £1,000 is the artist’s fee, and the rest goes into production. There is generally about
£9,000 to make the work and to provide the appropriate gallery context. We work fairly
collaboratively with the artist and are upfront about the budget. The artist can influence how it is
spent. We do three events per show and we ask artists what kind of events they would like. So for
example, with the last exhibition we had a film screening for one event, and for another, we had
three people come in to talk about witches and witchcraft. We try to produce an essay for each
show, as well as interpretation. With group shows, say of three artists, we just divide everything into
three – £350 fee per artist, and the £9,000 is divided into three. Within the total programme spend
of £183,172, artists' fees account for 22%.”

Is there anything you would like to do differently in the way you work with artists? What
are the barriers to implementing any changes?
“I think the obvious thing is that we would like more money to pay artists, and to do more for our
artists. I’d love to work with more artists – Glasgow has a very large artist population. We’d also love
to work further afield and to profile our artists further afield, in Brazil for example. We’d like the
quality of our artist’s shows to travel more, if only metaphorically. We need to get out there more,
internationally, and tell people – curators, other artists and our peers - about ourselves. We need to
start being part of a bigger world.”

Comment on Paying Artists Campaign
“I’m happy to put my name to this. But I think payment is only part of the bigger context, and you
need to have other things as well to encourage diversity and equal opportunities. Pay is only part of
a wider effective solution.”
www.cca-glasgow.com
Interview with Director Francis McKee, November 2014
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The Collection
About The Collection
The Collection in Lincoln, that brings together the Usher Gallery and an award-winning archaeology
museum, is an Arts Council England National Portfolio Organisation (NPO). It shows contemporary
fine and decorative arts exhibitions including the biennial OPEM that are presented alongside
historic and local-interest exhibitions. A smaller gallery presents work by local artists. Last year, the
gallery attracted some 140,000 visitors. The NPO grant for 2015/16 will be almost £72,000.

Artistic programme
“The exhibition policy which supports county council and Arts Council ambitions aims to widen
access to and audiences for the arts. There are four major shows a year including a thematic show, a
first museum show for a young artist, a collection-based show and a new media exhibition. There is
a biennial open submission and a two-yearly rehang of the collection. Overall, The Collection
presents work by 17-35 artists annually. The programme also includes education activities, tours,
talks and practical workshops such as life drawing.
The Collection has a particular interest in new media work and is a key partner in the Frequency
festival. We interpret this as work which could not have been produced without use of new digital
technologies, rather than work which is displayed through technology. For example we have
displayed a vinyl record for which the music was created using GPS location technology, and
sculpture created with 3d scanners.”

What qualities make a successful exhibition for the artist, venue and visitors?
“A successful exhibition for all parties is based on trust and a degree of negotiation and compromise
to achieve a mutual understanding. The gallery must trust the artist to make the kind of work that
achieves their artistic ambitions and should give artists to access to the collections and to materials
to produce the work in the way they envision.
In return, the artist must be able to trust the institution to interpret and install the art work based on
a professional knowledge of the expectations and interests of audiences and in awareness of the
security needs and risks attached to exhibiting in a public museum space. It’s important too that
artists come to understand that although sometimes the texts produced may not deal with the
nuances they see in their own practice, the institution does know the most appropriate way to
interpret contemporary art for their audience.
The audience’s experience of the work is as equally important as the artist’s. The best show for the
audience is one that enables people to access the ideas in the work and to come to their own
understanding and opinions. Thus, we strongly support use of labels and interpretation materials
within our exhibitions, and artists exhibiting with us do so on this understanding.”

How do you select artists to work with?
“The main selection criteria for the artists is the quality of the work and its relevance to an exhibition
theme. Artists are selected for commissions because their practice relates to exhibition themes or
addresses overlooked aspects of the collection. Themes may relate to local festivals and events such
as Frequency and the Magna Carta anniversary. As we like to bring in different voices and opinions
on topics, we often look internationally.
The small courtyard gallery specifically for local artists and community groups is offered as an
opportunity-only basis. In the future, NPO funding will ensure a small budget to support artists to
use this space.”
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What are the benefits of exhibiting at your venue for artists?
“We provide a professional museum environment for our artists and allow them to show work to a
very broad audience in a public context, exposing their work to new audiences, often alongside
national and international contemporary and historical work. We support them in making new work
and often allow them to work with our collections. We often work with them to create texts and
interpretative information which may challenge their own opinions of their work and allow them to
consider and reflect on how their work is presented to audiences.
For artists showing with us we offer a set fee of £150 for loaning existing work or number of works
and cover transport and insurance. The fees for commissioned exhibitions depend on the nature of
the work, scale of the show and our budget. For example, an artist creating new work for a solo
exhibition will receive a fee of between £300 and £3,000. If the work will be bought after the show
for our collection, the fee will include the purchase cost. The budget for material and presentation
costs are also agreed before the commission has begun. In addition, we cover travel, hotels, a per
diem rate £25 for installation days, technical support for installation and the promotion of the show.
If the artist undertakes workshops or public lectures, the fees are in line with art council rates either
incorporated into the overall figure payable to the artist or – in the case of talks for students – paid
by the educational institution.
In some cases, we undertake studio visits prior to mounting solo shows and provide critique
throughout the making process.
Our main way of working with local and regional artists is the biennial open submission exhibition
OPEM, which specifically aims to support talent development. The judges who change every two
years select works solely from submitted images. All artists who are chosen receive a fee of £350 for
taking part and a stipend for materials of £250 to create a new work for the show. We cover
transport of work and all artists’ transport. Our technical team supports artists whilst work or
projects are installed. Studio visits, being interviewed and filmed and commission of critical writing
form part of the package of benefits attached to participation in the open. We work with a local
trust to purchase work from OPEM for the gallery’s permanent collection and for presentation in
other exhibitions, alongside international artists.”

Is there anything you’d like to do differently in the way you work with artists?
“We wouldn’t like to change how we work with artists but think it's valuable to point out that when
budgets are limited, it is flexibility and good planning that can make more resources available. For
instance, willingness to reuse existing plinths or screens, understanding what systems are needed to
display a work or openness to using one that is already available often present significant savings on
a budget, which can be redirected into other areas such as fees, etc.”

Comment on Paying Artists Campaign
“We fully support the Paying artists campaign and the statement that artist working with publiclyfunded institutions should be paid for their services, and that volunteers should not incur costs.”
www.thecollectionmuseum.com
Interview with Curator Ashley Gallant, October 2014

Fabrica
About Fabrica
Fabrica is an Arts Council England National Portfolio Organisation. An artists’ initiative, it opened in
1996 as an arts commissioning and exhibiting organisation. It operates from the Holy Trinity Church,
a redundant chapel near The Lanes, a busy shopping and tourist area in Brighton & Hove. In addition
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to Arts Council England support, Fabrica currently receives funding from the EU (about 30% of its
total income), Brighton & Hove City Council, and generates income through venue hire.
Turnover in 2012-2013 was £530,091. In 2013, there were 42,612 visitors to the gallery programme,
with audiences for Kaarina Kaikkonen’s outdoor work, co-commissioned with Brighton Festival,
estimated as reaching an additional 278,400 people.
“We’re a registered charity with educational objectives. Our mission is to increase access to and
understanding of contemporary art and craft for a broad a range of people.
We translate that as using our sensibilities and knowledge (from being an artist, or working closely
with artists) to support other artists to make ambitious works for the space at Fabrica. We try to
produce installations and a programme of related events that will appeal to as broad an audience as
possible. To achieve this we collaborate closely with the artists we commission, so that their vision
for the piece is never compromised. We have an absolute conviction that what artists do - how they
think and that their approach is really interesting to almost everyone. Some of the most powerful
things we do are concerned with connecting the mind of the artist to the imagination of the visitor,
and creating a climate of mutual respect in the gallery based on genuine curiosity and openness.
There are five main threads to our work:
1. Commissioning installations for the space.
2. A programme of gallery events, including commissioned residencies integrated into our main
exhibition programme.
3. A volunteer development programme
4. Provision of resources and events for artists’ professional development.
5. Event hires, which brings in income but also uses the building as alternative point of
engagement with potential audiences for our exhibitions.
There are several benefits for artists exhibiting at Fabrica. One is getting paid! The second is having a
team of people who really work hard to realise an artist's vision. Each of our exhibition commissions
cost around £30,000 to produce. It’s quite a lot of money to find per project so once we take an
artist on, we want the project to be the best it possibly can be. We want to ensure that the work
looks great in the space, and that we reach the widest possible audience. That the artist doesn't
have to fight to get the work presented really well.”

Artistic programme
“We do three major commissions each year, which are interspersed with smaller projects.
We ask artists to respond to the space, rather than being guided by particular art forms. Over the
years we’ve become more focused on philosophical or humanities-based themes than the
development of specific art forms, although new work will always incorporate current technology
and reflect art form trends.
There is a strong photography, film and digital scene locally, and historically we’ve worked a lot with
lens-based and interactive work using digital media. Consequently we have developed considerable
technical expertise in running quite complex projects.
We are also interested in sculptural work with a strong material presence, because this kind of work
has the potential to engage people on an immediate level. Our partnerships with galleries in
mainland Europe have introduced us to artists working sculpturally, on a large scale. We also have a
long-standing co-commissioning partnerships with Photoworks/ Brighton Photo Biennial and
Brighton Festival.
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The other really important way we work with artists is through the artist residencies that run
alongside the main exhibitions. Once we know what the main exhibition will be we put a lot of effort
into finding an artist who will nestle with the work or its wider themes. The role of the artist-inresidence is not to interpret the exhibition but to follow their own line of enquiry in relation to it – to
illuminate the key ideas in the exhibition through the lens of another artist’s perception and
practice. There are no requirements to produce a piece of work with the residency - it needs to be
an open-ended line of enquiry.
We also run ‘Making Space’, where an artist applies to use the space at Fabrica for something they
want to do. We allocate three days between shows in a mid-week block. They apply and we make a
selection, but we don’t pay fees for this.”
Fabrica’s exhibition policy is published online.

How do you select artists for your main exhibition programme?
“For the main exhibition programme, it might be through an open call. We’ve also been involved in
European partnership projects for twelve years which have largely been about curatorial knowledge
exchange so artists have also been sought via that route, through partner recommendation. Other
times there are particular artists that we know we want to work with and we fundraise specifically to
realise their projects. If people send in an unsolicited proposal we often don’t follow them up. There
are only two occasions when we have shown work through an independent artist proposal.
In terms of what makes a strong application to an open call, ultimately it’s a written format, so good
writing does come into it; how well an artist communicates their vision, although you can’t talk up
weak work. Track record is also important. Has the artist previously worked at this scale? Have they
worked on this theme before? Those that have are able to illuminate the subject in ways that others’
aren’t able to. Artists who are working with a particular subject become experts so they are able to
talk with great knowledge about it.”

What is the deal you offer to artists?
“If we do an open call, we ask for a short expression of interest. We pay shortlisted artists
somewhere between £200 and £300 to work it up. It’s hard to select somebody without interview
and I don’t think I’d ever do that for an exhibition unless it was a re-presentation of an existing work
that I’d already seen. Artists get paid for developing the creative content of the work and the fee will
reflect that, normally ranging from £2000 - £6000. Installation costs and materials are extra. We give
promotional support through social media and other marketing, and we ask artists to feed into that
by providing or disseminating contacts that we might approach, particularly for press. We expect the
artist to engage in a communications process with key people. We will also provide accommodation
for the installation period or if they’re giving a talk. In some cases we commission people to write
about the work, maybe an academic or other subject-based expert.

How do you select artists for residencies?
It’s not a cut-and-dried process but because our main exhibition programme is produced by artists
not living in the region, or even necessarily in the UK, we’ve tried to make the residencies for artists
living relatively nearby. It’s partly about developing relationships with a regional artists’
constituency, and positioning those artists, bringing a different sort of practice to the fore. I have an
interest in gallery education and so invited artists I knew through that field but we now have a
cohort of artists we can draw upon to suggest other artists. We haven’t advertised for the
residencies yet.
We pay £150 a day with an overall budget of £1,500-£4,000, depending on the length of the
residency, plus a small expenses budget. Residencies might span six weeks – four months, although
residency artists work on a part-time basis.
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What role do artists play in the life of the gallery?
“Without artists work we wouldn’t have an organisation.
We work with living artists for the exhibition programme and artists are key to the education
programme. The majority of the activity we run is delivered by artists. Many of our freelance team
and production people are artists, as are a lot of our staff, and three members of our Board of
Trustees.

Comment on Paying Artists Campaign
“I know that some galleries don’t pay artists, and I can’t see how that can be justified because we
expect to pay for everything else.
For a gallery like Fabrica we are commissioning artists to make large pieces of work. They need to be
paid for their time, and to be supported. Not paying artists is not an option because it wouldn’t
deliver quality projects, and it would be immoral because it wouldn’t pay the person who makes the
creative content.”
fabrica.org.uk
Interview with Liz Whitehead, Co-director of Fabrica, May 2014

The Fruitmarket Gallery
About The Fruitmarket Gallery
Established in 1984 and based in Edinburgh, The Fruitmarket Gallery has a long track record of
exhibiting the work of modern and contemporary artists. It presents three or four exhibitions a year,
with accompanying publications and learning and interpretation programme. The Gallery regularly
commissions new works from artists, and organises a dynamic programme of talks, seminars, panel
discussions and learning events. It also runs a café and Edinburgh’s only specialist art bookshop.
The Gallery’s turnover is around £1.04m a year, of which around 50% is supported through Creative
Scotland. The remaining amount is financed through fundraising from trusts and foundations,
individuals and companies, as well as earned income from its café and bookshop. It attracts around
154,000 visitors a year.
“The Fruitmarket Gallery brings to Scotland the work of some of the world’s most important artists.
We recognise that art can change lives and we offer an intimate encounter with art for free. We
make exhibitions, commissions and publications directly in collaboration with artists. We celebrate
new thinking, and offer an international platform for artists, curators and writers, whether they have
made their reputation here or abroad. The gallery welcomes all audiences. We make it easy for
everyone to engage with art, encouraging questions and supporting debate.
The gallery prioritises six objectives in two key strands within the creative programme – exhibitions,
commissions and publications; and learning, interpretation, equalities and diversity.
Our guiding values are:


To pursue a commitment to the presentation of modern and contemporary art, bringing art
to a wide audience for free.



To pursue a policy of innovation and excellence.



To pursue a policy of interpretation and learning which makes it easy for everyone to engage
with art, encouraging questions and supporting debate.
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To take action on equalities and diversity in all the work that we do at The Fruitmarket
Gallery.”

Artistic programme
“The programme consists of a mix of solo exhibitions (balanced between Scottish, British and
International artists), and group exhibitions, with one international and cross-generational group
exhibition typically programmed each year. Solo exhibitions are predominantly of the work of living
artists, with the work of ‘classic modern’ artists shown when the work is of exceptional interest to
artists and audiences now. Most exhibitions are curated by Fiona Bradley, the Gallery’s Director, and
are organised in-house, the exceptions being classic modern exhibitions and group exhibitions,
which are curated by invited artists, curators and scholars, welcoming new voices into the
programme to ensure vibrancy and diversity.
We aim to commission new work as part of every exhibition, when appropriate and when funds can
be found. When an artist’s ambitions extend beyond the Gallery, temporary and permanent public
works may be commissioned although these always require additional funding. Since 2003, The
Fruitmarket Gallery has commissioned or co-commissioned substantial new work from Claire
Barclay, Anna Barriball, Christine Borland, Ingrid Calame, Janet Cardiff and George Bures Miller,
Nathan Coley, Martin Creed, Willie Doherty, Cai Guo-Qiang, Alex Hartley Louise Hopkins, Tania
Kovats, Toby Paterson, Simon Patterson, Lucy Skaer and Marijke Van Warmerdam. Martin Creed’s
Work 1059, The Scotsman Steps, commissioned by The Fruitmarket Gallery in 2011, has become a
much-loved local landmark.
We always publish books to accompany exhibitions generated by the Gallery, recognising this as a
vital support and resource for artists and audiences, and as a way to extend the reach and influence
of the exhibition programme. The gallery runs an art bookshop, providing a context for its own
publications and a resource for artists and audiences.
Learning is integral to the Gallery’s creative programme, and over 3,000 people each year take part
in our learning programme which includes a weekly programme of art projects and events
developed by and for young people, and programme of talks, seminars and panel discussions for
adults. We offer a layered approach to interpretation, enabling visitors to choose for themselves the
degree of interpretation they require. Interpretation tools include information panels, extended
labels, a free education guide, an online film, an artist’s film, information assistants and exhibition
publications.”

How are artists selected?
“The curatorial vision that underpins the exhibition programme celebrates new thinking and
embraces internationalism, offering an international platform for artists, curators and writers,
whether they have made their reputation here or abroad. Artists are selected whose work meet the
standards of the gallery in terms of excellence in creativity and technical skill. The lead-in time for
exhibition planning is between two and three years, and as a result our exhibitions emerge from a
long process of relationship building with the artists and curators.”

What are the qualities that make a successful exhibition for artist, venue and visitors?
“We believe in supporting the artist to present a body of work and in supporting the public to
engage with it. By presenting a consistently excellent and diverse programme, ensuring visitors can
engage regardless of their level of knowledge, and by encouraging questions and supporting debate,
we have a loyal and growing audience, who enjoy the intimate, informal and engaging experience of
art we offer.”
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What deal do you offer to artists?
“The Fruitmarket Gallery has a formalised standard agreement on artists’ fees. Currently, each artist
is paid an Exhibition Payment Right of £1,000. Should new work be commissioned as part of the
exhibition, the artist is paid an additional commissioning fee (currently £5,000) and production costs
up to a mutually-agreed maximum are paid by the gallery. Should the nature of an existing work
exhibited require that it be fabricated anew for the exhibition, these costs are met by the gallery.
Expenses incurred during the preparation of the exhibition and during installation are paid by the
gallery, including travel, subsistence and accommodation.
The gallery pays for all work to be framed, packed, transported by recognised fine art transporters
and insured. Technical support and advice during the preparation of the exhibition is given by the
Gallery Manager, an experienced art handler who runs an experienced team of art handlers. Should
an installation require an outside specialist (for example, a film or AV specialist, or fabricator), they
are engaged at the gallery’s expense.
The Press and Marketing Manager works closely with the artist on a promotional, press and
marketing campaign for each exhibition. Typically, the gallery produces printed promotional material
including a poster, preview card and gallery bulletin. We also produce a publication to accompany
the exhibition, which is designed in-house in close consultation with the artist and distributed
internationally. Writers for the publication are selected in consultation with the artist. The artist
receives fifty complimentary copies of the publication, with additional copies available for sale to the
artist at cost price. Professional photographic installation shots of the exhibition are also made
available to the artist at no cost to them.
Any talks the artist may give as part of the learning or interpretation programme are subject to a
separate agreement, and involve a separate fee.”
Is there anything you would like to do differently in the way you work with artists? What are the
barriers to implementing any changes?
“As a publicly-funded venue, a key role is to support artists in their careers and to bring their work
to audiences. Fruitmarket Gallery fundraises beyond its core funding to support its programming.
Barriers include money (we are publicly funded for around 50% of what we do, and must raise the
rest through earned income and fundraising); time and capacity (we are a relatively small staff,
working to full capacity).”

Comment on Paying Artists Campaign
“Paying artists helps to ensure equality of opportunity for artists, however they are developing their
career, and helps to ensure access to the widest possible range of art for audiences.”
fruitmarket.co.uk/
From material prepared by The Fruitmarket Gallery, November 2014

g39
About g39
g39 was initiated by artists in 1998, and has always been based in Cardiff city centre. In 2011, the
organisation moved into a 6700 square foot space, making it one of the largest dedicated visual arts
venues in Wales. It exhibits around twenty artists a year, 60% of whom are welsh or Wales-based.
Equally important to its operation is WARP (Wales Artist Resource Programme) for artists
professional development, which is now in its sixth year and represents 50% of g39’s activity.
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The organisation has been revenue funded by Arts Council Wales since 2004, and also receives
Lottery funding. Together, this accounts for 60% of its annual £170,000 income, with the rest
achieved from earned income and support from Trusts and Foundations.
“We describe ourselves as being part gallery, part resource, and part community hub. Those are the
three basic ingredients of our practice. The exhibition programme is a very large strand of what we
do, attracting about 6,500 visitors a year, but our provision of resources for artists is now about 50%
of our activity. This incorporates WARP, our formal artists’ professional development programme
which we’ve been running since 2008. It includes artists’ training and advice, discursive events like
symposiums, training and talks, and also the Library. Our Library was just 30 books in 2008 but has
grown organically and exponentially since then, especially when we took on the entire library of
SAFLE [the public art development organisation for Wales] when it closed a few years ago. So it’s
now pretty extensive!
The community hub aspect is the least tangible but particularly significant. Working
developmentally with artists is central to our ethos, so it’s often the artists’ community that makes
up g39’s core audience. They are the people who we’re exhibiting, and who we’re delivering to, and
whose needs inform our direction.
But possibly the most important benefit for our exhibiting artists is encouragement to push their
practice beyond their comfort zone. By doing that, we hope they are able to move their practice on.
The overall working environment here is completely supportive and we are as happy with
unexpected outcomes as expected ones when we work with artists. We also hope that an exhibition
with us will be a stepping-stone to other opportunities.
We issue a formal contract to every artist we work with and always pay an exhibition fee – a
minimum of £100 and up to £600. We cover production and installation costs and give complete
technical support. If we programme an artist’s talk, we pay a fee, travel and accommodation
expenses. In terms of marketing we start a campaign twelve weeks prior to the exhibition launch,
with information given to press and listings facilities. We try to have an independent critical analysis
of the show, through targeted relationships with journalists, websites and journals. We also utilise
our website, social media and word of mouth, as well as producing a printed brochure.”

Artistic programme
“We have a structure of four seasons a year. Each season will comprise one main show, then a series
of events, projects or other exhibitions that happen alongside that main show. We’re well known for
our audio-visual work but that is less to do with a preference for that kind of work than reflecting
what artists are currently making. I also have an ambition to see how we can put an emphasis on
large-scale sculptural work as we have the space, and there aren’t any venues in Wales offering that
opportunity to early career artists.
We try to be risk-taking in our programme and we also have a guest curator programme, with the
aim of supporting independent artist-curators. We invite submissions throughout the year, with our
submissions and curatorial policies published online.
Open submissions help us keep up to date with contemporary practice and to understand different
standpoints. The most important aspect is that we encourage artists to submit projects in process.
We’ve found the most effective way to support artists and maximise their benefit from working with
us is to start the negotiation either while the work is in progress or at its very early stages. We want
an ongoing conversation between the artists and g39. Doing it this way acknowledges that the
artist’s strength is in the creative process, while the curator’s strength is in anticipating how the
work is best presented and then interpreted to an audience. The times when we’ve felt most
uncomfortable is when the artist comes to the organisation with a fait accompli and there isn’t any
room for dialogue. We feel that works against the ethos of an artist-led organisation.
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But submissions is only one way we source artists. Often artists are recommended, and we also
actively look for talent, by going to degree shows for example. Our job is to know who is doing what
and keeping our ear to the ground, and we have access to an extensive series of networks.”

How do you select artists?
“We look at whether artists have a serious intent about pursuing a career as a contemporary artist.
That stands out a mile. It’s less to do with their track record, their education or where they’ve
exhibited previously. It’s what their aspirations are, and the clarity and depth of their thought, or
how innovative they are in interrogating their practice. We’ll look at their previous work and that
will be how we make the judgements on the critical content and craft skills.
One of the aims is to curate a mix of work from emerging artists and more established names, and
also to combine artists from Wales with artists from further afield. Since we started, we’ve had a
policy that every year, a minimum of 60% of our exhibiting artists will be Welsh or Wales-based
artists.”

What are your values?
“We really prioritise supporting artists’ practice as our core value. Everything else fits into place
around that and it influences how we run the organisation. We have practitioners throughout the
organisation at every level - artists volunteering with us, artists in internships and apprenticeships,
artists in salaried posts, and the members of our Board are all practising artists as well.
Our mission statement talks about increasing awareness and understanding of contemporary art so
we also have a responsibility to a wider audience than our artist community. We need to be erudite
enough to talk about our work and the work that we’re showing in plain English. We always ask
ourselves how we can encourage people to understand the sometimes difficult concepts that our
artists are working with.”

What are the qualities that make a successful exhibition for artist, venue and visitors?
“Number one: that the artist is challenged, and they come up with something they are critically,
intellectually and technically satisfied with. Two, if we are able to maximise exposure to new
audiences. We look for partnership opportunities for every exhibition and each partnership brings in
new visitors.”

Is there anything you would do differently?
“I would like to increase the way we work with artists beyond the exhibition programme, and to
work on a more long-term basis with artists than we do. That would be a luxury. I am interested in
how g39 might develop into an independent art school. It’s not feasible at the moment for financial
reasons but it’s an exciting ambition.”

Comment on Paying Artists Campaign
“There needs to be this kind of statement and I both agree with and support it.”
www.g39.org
Interview with Co-Director Chris Brown, May 2014
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Impressions Gallery
“When we programme we want to meet the aspirations and career development aims of artists, but
also to raise the aspirations of our audiences.” Anne McNeill, Director, Impressions Gallery

About Impressions Gallery
Impressions Gallery was formed 42 years ago in 1972 as only the second specialist photography
gallery in Europe. They were based in York until 2005, and then at the invitation of Bradford Council
moved to a purpose-built building there, opening in 2007.
The gallery is an Arts Council England National Portfolio Organisation, and receives a rent subsidised
by 80% from Bradford Council. The total spent on direct fees to artists varies from year to year. In
2013/14 it was around £10,000 within an expenditure budget of £211,615. The gallery attracts
around 55,000 visitors a year.
“We’re a gallery that specialises in photography, formed forty-two years ago, and only the second
photography gallery in Europe at the time, with The Photographers Gallery in London the first. I
think we’ve succeeded in our advocacy for photography, which is now accepted as a mainstream art
form. Major institutions now have a photography curator. Our starting point is helping people
understand the world through photography. Broadly, we look at race, class, gender and identity. Our
exhibitions have got to be challenging; they have to be thinking, intelligent. We won’t shy away from
work that can be perceived to be intellectual or difficult. It’s the gallery’s role to build the bridge
between the art and the audience.
It’s really important to us that everything we do is of high quality, professionally produced with
expert knowledge, and interpreted in plain English. We want our exhibitions to be relevant to
contemporary life and our Bradford audiences. We have high production values, which sometimes
makes people think we are a wealthier organisation than we are, but we’re also committed to
creating opportunities for artists.
Artists and audiences are at the heart of what we do. When we programme we want to meet the
aspirations and career development aims of artists, but also to raise the aspirations of our
audiences. We often give artists and photographers the first major show that they are known for.
We work with them on a timeline where the artist needs to feel the work is ready, rather than
working to our deadline. We work around 18-months ahead. I curate a show once every two years
and we also have a Head of Programme.
We are based in a very poor city where for a large percentage of residents, English isn’t their first
language. So we make real efforts to make the gallery friendly, welcoming and non-intimidating.
That’s why our use of language is important. We’ve had an Arts Council England strategic touring
grant where we’ve taken an exhibition around schools for two years, talking to pupils about
photography. We’ve started tea in the gallery with talks about the artworks for the over seventies.”

Artistic programme
“We have a long history and track-record of exhibiting artists from non-Western backgrounds. We
want to work with people who may be thought to have marginalised voices, and with new and
emerging photographers, supporting them at key points in their careers. We have a new policy of
revisiting mid-career British photographers and giving them a retrospective and maybe a place in the
canon, for example Anna Fox and Paul Rees. We do four to five exhibitions a year, or fourteen within
a three-year period.
A third of our exhibitions are commissioned and curated in-house, one third are devised in
partnership with other organisations, and one third we host as touring shows. We want there to be a
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diversity of curatorial voices. We have a written exhibition policy, with a short version published
online.
Our education and learning projects are always linked to the exhibitions. Our programme is called
Look, Think, Talk, and Do, because that is what we that is what people do when they visit our gallery.
It’s aimed at students in further and higher and includes talks and other events. We also have the
START programme for children and the arts, funded by The Princes Trust.”

How do you select artists?
“It’s a mixture of visiting exhibitions and artists’ studios, networking with colleagues nationally and
internationally, knowledge gained through portfolio sessions, and looking at unsolicited proposals.
We have a programming committee where we put in recommendations, some members of whom
are curators and artists. As a result of all that research, we might then approach an artist and start a
dialogue. We don’t differentiate between local, regional, national or internationally based artists. It
doesn’t matter where you’re from. It’s always about the practice. There are guidelines on our
website about how to submit a proposal.
We offer real benefits to artists. We’re knowledgeable and expert – we really do know photography
well. We give our artists time and we give them dialogue about their work and proposal. We are very
supportive. Through our marketing plan, we try to get them press coverage. We also make ‘meet the
artist’ films for commissioned work, and we introduce artists to other galleries, curators and
photographers. We commissioned a young artist - Murray Ballard - from both his degree show in
2008 and his taking part in a workshop we ran for emerging photographers. This exhibition toured to
Mexico and he was selected for the 2014 Brighton Photo Biennial.”

What are the qualities/conditions that make a successful exhibition for artist, venue and
visitors?
“I often say our work is like an equilateral triangle: it’s about our vision as an organisation, the
artist’s vision as a creator, and the audience experience. We want the artist to be pleased with the
work and how it has come to completion. For us, we’re interested in the visitor experience as well as
the quantity of visitors and their feedback. We want to think that we’ve done our best with the
work, presenting it professionally and interpreting it well. We want visitors who live locally and
regionally, as well as from further afield. We want good peer feedback and ideally, some press
coverage. And in this day and age, good Arts Council sector assessments are important.”

What deal do you offer artists?
“If we commission them, artists get a commissioning fee. It does vary according to the size of
exhibition but it’s never less than £1,000. We pay for all the production costs – printing, layout,
design, framing and marketing. We pay their travel and accommodation, and we pay them to give an
artist talk or any other contribution to the learning programme. They may participate in one of our
Sounding Board events where photographers can ask questions and talk about their projects. We
pay them for this as well. At times we’ve given money for pre-production. If the exhibition goes on
tour, we pay a fee out of our own hire fee which is about £300. If we are bringing in an exhibition,
we’ll pay travel and accommodation for the exhibited artist/s to come to the opening, and if they
give a talk we’ll pay them £200.”

Is there anything you would like to do differently in the way you work with artists? What
are the barriers to implementing any changes?
“I wish we could pay them more! We want to do more exhibitions a year. The barriers are cash
capacity and the fact that we are a really small team.”
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Comment on Paying Artists Campaign
“I wholeheartedly agree, particularly about transformational opportunities. It’s also really important
that people understand that the publicly-funded galleries and the artists who exhibit in them are all
professionals, with considerable expertise and years of experience.”
www.impressions-gallery.com
Interview with Director Anne McNeill, November 2014

Modern Art Oxford
“Our overriding value is that artists have to be paid as professionals because they are producing
forms of visual knowledge and experience in the world, and they have to be paid and valued for
that.” Paul Hobson, Director

About Modern Art Oxford
Founded in 1965, Modern Art Oxford is a visual art gallery which commissions and presents
exhibitions of modern and contemporary art. It has a national and international reputation for the
quality of its exhibitions and accompanying community and education programme. In recent years, it
has expanded its programme to include film screenings, talks and music events. In December 2014
they will open “Love is Enough”, an exhibition curated by Jeremy Deller, which brings a major
exhibition of work by William Morris and Andy Warhol to the gallery.
Funded by Arts Council England as a National Portfolio Organisation, it also receives financial support
from Oxford City Council. Turnover is around £1.5m a year, of which around £600,000 is raised from
private sources. In 2014, Modern Art Oxford spent around £500,000 on its artistic programming.
More usually, the artistic programme costs £250,000 – £300,000, excluding staff costs and
overheads. Of this, circa £25k – £30k is given directly to artists in fees; a figure that excludes all other
exhibition expenses and costs.
“We’re located in one of the world’s great cities for thinking and learning, and we have an
international reputation for a programme that is innovative and ambitious. We want to make
contemporary art accessible to the widest possible audience through presentation but also
participation. Artists are at the centre of what we do, along with audiences. Everything we do
centres around those two constituencies, and we see our work as mediating and creating insight
between these two agencies. We have about 100,000 visitors a year in recent years, but are aiming
to attract 120,000 visitors this year. We will grow our audiences by 20% a year for the next three
years.
Commissioning is a core part of our programme and is even a defining feature of our work with
artists. We believe that one of the best ways of supporting an artist’s practice is to give them the
opportunity to make new work, and a solo show in the gallery. We like to think that exhibiting with
Modern Art Oxford provides significant benefits. Usually there is the opportunity to develop new
work. We provide a fee for artists to make new work and help to realise it with our technical team.
By exhibiting here there is access to audiences, and access to the professional development
experience of working with an internationally acclaimed gallery, as well as the discourse and visibility
around the world that goes with that. All of these are important to artists. We also try to think about
an individual artist’s situation and needs, and, for example, we’ll target specific individuals like
journalists, curators, gallerists or collectors to further benefit an artist, where this is of importance to
them.
Within our main programme, we present about four or five exhibitions a year. We also programme
smaller presentations from recent graduates and “new artists”, and sometimes from our archives, so
in total we have between ten and twelve different scales of show a year.”
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Artistic programme
“We consider ourselves to be primarily concerned with the visual art forms but we take quite an
open idea of what that might be. As well as our exhibitions, we also do a wide variety of film
screenings and gigs. We’re trying to get away from seeing contemporary culture as just exhibitions
and are interested in co-authorship with audiences. We take a number of themes arising from
contemporary social, political or cultural conditions to form a conceptual framework within which
we devise our programme. For example, we might be interested in technology and surveillance, so
then we seek artists who are interested in those things and whose work gives body to ideas around
it. Then we look at the mix of gender, generation and location as well. We ensure that our
programme is international, with mixed gender and age. We plan about two years ahead.
We are also part of the Platform project, which works in partnership with four other galleries in the
South-East. Each partner venue selects from graduate shows, and provides a professional platform
for the work and mentoring for the artists involved.
We don’t have a written exhibition policy but we do have a programme statement.”

What are the qualities that make a successful exhibition for the artist, venue and visitors?
“We really do value and assess our work as an organisation by the feedback we get from the artists
we work with. We invest in an artist heavily and we are attuned to the messages that we get back,
and the quality of the relationship we develop. On a fundamental level, we assess whether an artist
has been able to realise their plans. Occasionally budgets are an issue but we try to do whatever we
can to make what they want to happen. Then there is a critical response to the show. We are
concerned to have a wide range of different types of press for our show, ranging across local,
national and international press.
We’re working often with new developments in contemporary art which can be challenging for the
audience so we work hard with the mediation of the show to make it as accessible as possible. We
survey our audiences all the time, and gain feedback from them via our invigilators who are
specifically trained in this area to stimulate an audience-centred and empowered approach to the
work. These are all things we measure when we try to decide if a show is successful or not.”

What deal do you offer to artists?
“We work with artists in different ways but we always pay them. It would be inconceivable for us
not to do so. We always offer a commissioning fee to the artist, and we always budget so that we
can realise the work in our space. We also cover the costs of a publication if one is appropriate; we
commission and produce the work, and we cover accommodation and other expenses. How much
we pay depends on the individual circumstances of the artist and we work on a case-by-case basis. A
minimum fee is probably about £1,000 and a commissioning fee might go as high a £10,000. It’s
unusual for us to pay £10,000; usually we pay around £2,000-£3,000 along with the other benefits.
We usually require the artist to do a talk for the audience. Artists working in our education and
public programme are paid separately from the main programme and on a different scale, but they
are always paid.”
I think I can say in all honesty that we have a culture at Modern Art Oxford where the first thing we
think about when we are looking at money is ensuring artists are paid as the highest priority. That
runs across the organisation from myself to our exhibitions and programme teams.”

Comment on Paying Artists Campaign
“I’m very happy to add my name to that statement, but I feel we need other plausible messages
too.”
modernartoxford.org.uk
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Interview with Paul Hobson, Director, November 2014

The Showroom
The Showroom was based in the East End of London for twenty-five years before relocating to a new
building off Edgware Road, London in 2009. A visual arts commissioning and exhibiting organisation,
it has a very strong track record of supporting young and emerging artists who have gone on to
become very successful. Artist Ciara Phillips was nominated for the 2014 Turner Prize for her
installation Workshop (2010 – ongoing) at The Showroom in 2013. The organisation has also
developed a reputation for consistently engaging with new thinking relating to urban issues through
its programme of talks, events and book launches.
A National Portfolio Organisation funded by Arts Council England, The Showroom works
collaboratively with a wide range of partners, including international peer organisations as part of
EU funded projects.

About The Showroom
“The Showroom is now 31 years old, and in that time the key thing we’ve done is commission new
art, and offer artists their first London exhibition. We invest in artists at the beginning of their
careers, and we take risks as an organisation, because some of our projects don’t use conventional
processes or forms, and the ideas involved can be complex. We are very supportive of the
production of new work, and we give a lot of support and guidance to the artist. But we also trust an
artist to develop something slowly, and come up with their own outcome. Our ethos is to make
space for artists to work without pressure, with commissions taking place over a long period from
start to finish. There have been some projects that have had almost three years lead in time
although more usually it’s about eighteen months. What we can really do is forge partnerships
around a project and we have a really strong network of national and international partners and
peer organisations, with whom we work, co-programme and co-commission. A lot of our programme
over the last few years has been tied in with European grants, and that has really allowed us to
extend our knowledge of artists and debates.
We moved to a new building in 2009 that was double the size of our previous one. This enabled us to
widen our spectrum of funding and activity. Having an events space has enhanced our programme
as we can now have parallel activity that complements the exhibitions, and we can host events.
Our annual turnover is around £330,000. We’re an Arts Council England NPO, which gives us 40% of
our income. We fundraise for the rest, with a couple of European Union grants and project funding.
We also run a supporters scheme and hire out our building. Our Communal Knowledge project is
supported by various trusts and foundations, including the Paul Hamlyn Foundation, and the Esmée
Fairbairn Foundation.”

Artistic programme
“Our programme draws around 10,000-15,000 visitors a year, and works often tour to other venues,
this year expanding our audience to around 84,000. We have up to five shows a year, four of which
are new commissions from artists. The fifth one is often a smaller neighbourhood commission,
where we undertake collaborative projects as part of our Communal Knowledge programme. We
invite artists to produce work that is specifically engaging with people in our local community. We
allow a great degree of flexibility with this programme to see where it would go which might be a
publication, an event, an exhibition.
With our main exhibition programme, generally the artist shouldn’t have had a solo show in London
before, and shouldn’t be commercially represented. That’s something that our Board is keen to
preserve. The Showroom is very conscious that our role should be about supporting artists who
otherwise are not that well supported and who work with emerging practices and ideas. This is what
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we did with the printmaker Ciara Phillips. What I think is particular about the show that we enabled
is that there was an openness to it, to seeing what came out of the process.
What was significant about her commission with us is that she works in a very process-driven way.
So she situated a print workshop in the middle of her exhibition, and produced part of the show
while it was open to the public. We introduced her to the two women’s groups with whom we
already had a relationship and she worked with them during the exhibition to produce prints. And
really amazing work came out, particularly from The Domestic Workers Union who made protest
banners. She opened up conversations and she allowed other voices in. This is the show for which
she is nominated for the 2014 Turner Prize.
We have started to represent certain thematics, ideas, and debates. We’ve done a lot of work
around labour and power relations. We’re involved as a partner in the Silent University which is
related to asylum and immigration laws. Book launches are a way of tapping into current thinking,
and we have worked with a wide range of authors and publishers. We’ve often launched books
published by Sternberg Press, and with various departments of Goldsmiths College, for example.
There’s a strong audience for these and it creates lively debate. We’re realising a big event in June
called Re-Materialising Feminism in partnership with the ICA and Arcadia Missa.”

How do you select artists to work with?
“I follow a lot of artists, do a lot of research and have ongoing conversations with artists. Usually a
‘moment’ will emerge where it will make sense that a particular artist fits into the programme. It’s
about finding the right moment for an artist when they are ready to make a more ambitious work
and they can carry a show. Usually, the relationship is initiated by us. But lots of artists do get in
touch and we try to get to know them over time, to test out a relationship with something smaller,
such as a screening or an event. That helps us to know how best to support the work and artist.
We’ve worked with a lot of London artists on commissions. I’m very conscious of the need to
represent artists who are local to us. Our programme is relatively limited in terms of commissions,
but we can work with artists in different ways via our Communal Knowledge programme, and it’s
important to carve out space to do that. But I also think it’s important to bring in international artists
with different and fresh ideas.”

What are the qualities that make a successful exhibition for the artist, venue and visitors?
I think it goes back to time, allowing as much time and engagement with the artist that you can,
which enables them to grow their work in this particular place. It shows, for example, in the way that
we introduced the women’s groups to Ciara. Our programme co-ordinator worked very closely with
her on the research and realisation of the project. It’s also about being open to allowing artists to try
things out, not to be too controlling over the process”.

What deal do you offer to artists?
“Our average fee is about £2,000 for a commission. It’s difficult to measure fee against labour
especially as the amount of work put in by an artist really varies. But we are always transparent
about our fee and we show the artist our budget up front. We also cover expenses, materials,
installation and technical costs. We axed print marketing because it’s so expensive but we do a mail
out and use social media. If it’s a big exhibition and the budget allows, we do an e-flux
announcement, and we are also supported at various times by PR companies.”

Is there anything you would like to do differently in the way you work with artists? What
are the barriers to implementing any changes?
“I’d like to be able to pay our artists more. We would like a more stable economy within our
organisation to enable us to be certain of actual project budgets in good time.”
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Comment on Paying Artists Campaign
“I agree. The key thing is time, and in order to have that time, artists need to be paid. That really
does transform the opportunity for artists. It’s really important to make this issue of the artists’
economy visible. There is a lot of cultural production in this country but it seems like the people who
are paid least within it are the artists. It really does need a big rethink.”
www.theshowroom.org
Interview with Director Emily Pethick, May 2014

Whitstable Biennale
About Whitstable Biennale
“We are a contemporary visual arts festival that happens every two years in the small fishing town of
Whitstable. Our first biennale was in 2002, so 2014 is our 7th edition. Almost all the works in each
biennale edition are new commissions. We see our role as supporting artists who want to make
experimental work and by doing so move their practice on. Our ethos is to work exclusively with
emerging and mid-career artists based in the UK who are at a really crucial point in their career. How
you judge that is a good question! It’s a combination of instinct, experience, what artists tell you and
lots of exhibition and studio visits. It’s something that is quite finely tuned, but hard to summarise in
a document. Because of our track record, artists see exhibiting with the Whitstable Biennale as a
good opportunity. We do get curators and selectors from other visual arts venues looking at what
we are doing, and artists do often get picked up.
The Satellite programme is our fringe. There is no remit in the main programme to specifically work
with artists from Kent, but a big proportion of artists showing in the Satellite programme are
regionally based. We initiated the programme, and support it. It functions as a membership
programme, with a subscription of £30 for two years. That entitles members to access to all events,
and a page in the Satellite catalogue – although artists will also be listed without charge.
We deliver an education programme, and some Satellite events outside the festival. We’re moving
towards having screenings and performance evenings in Whitstable year round, and a commissions
programme that takes place in a wider geographic area. Outside the festival we can work more
intensively with artists, on larger scale commissions.
We have a lot of support from the Arts Council, along with Kent County Council, Canterbury City
Council and the University of Kent. Our turnover is £90,000 to £220,000 but it fluctuates because of
the two yearly cycle and the availability of funding. In 2012 we had about 40,000 visits to the main
programme and an estimated 20,000 for the Satellite programme. We count visitors to events as we
don’t have a ticketing system.”

How do you select artists to commission and exhibit?
“We have about 25 commissions each edition. As we finish one biennale we immediately start to
talk about who we might work with for the next one. The two-year turnaround is really good for
developing new work, but we also need that time to get the funding in place.
There are three curators – myself, Kate Phillimore, and Emma Leach. We always have a long list of
artists that we’re interested in and keep building up a picture of what they’re doing in their work.
We visit exhibitions and studios across the UK. Sometimes we’ll work with an artist over a longer
period, perhaps with a small intervention in one biennial before inviting them to undertake a larger
scale commission for the next one.
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We do put open calls out as well. It’s great to see a whole range of different work, and it opens up
our selection procedure. It’s also a way of testing what artists are thinking about at the moment. We
aim to ensure that we have a good range of diverse voices in the programme.
We don’t set a theme, as some biennials do. Whitstable is a small town, which gives our festival a
unique character, and I also prefer to look at individual works and individual artist’s practice rather
than selecting work to fit a theme. I like the works we commission to have as much breathing space
as possible around them. We are a film and performance biennial, and every commission will have a
film or performance element to it, but we work with artists across the visual arts. We want our
visitors to see performance and film in as wide a context as possible.”

What deal do you offer artists?
“Our new commissions are usually £1,000-£5,000. We try to be transparent with artists about the
funding that we have, and how budgets are drawn up for their work. We are as flexible and
responsive as we can be. We do always pay a fee, and we work together with artists on apportioning
budgets. The processes of developing the work, seeking a venue, and then how to install the work,
and the budget, are all tied up together, and they can be quite fluid.” In 2014, the budget for two
projects that were offered through an open call was £1,000, with the expectation that ‘ideas would
need to realistically reflect this’. This sum included fees, but the organisers provided equipment and
installation support.”

What makes for a good commission, and a good biennale overall?
“The chance to see a really exciting range of new work by artists that you may not have come across
before. A good map! Nice weather, friendly informed staff, good accessible information that is well
written. But it’s the quality of the work that’s at the heart of it. It’s important to us is that our visitors
have a depth of experience.”

Is there anything you would do differently?
“It would be great to have bigger budgets! We always tweak based on our evaluations. As we grow,
Whitstable itself is developing and changing too, and we need to keep taking account of that. Artists'
work changes too, and we want to keep being responsive to that.”

Comment on Paying Artists Campaign
“We wholeheartedly support the Paying Artists principles. It’s important to us that we pay artists.
We have artists at every level of our organisation from our volunteers all the way through to the
Board, and we absolutely appreciate their value.”
www.whitstablebiennale.com/
Interview with Director Sue Jones, June 2014
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